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Meet The Panel
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Describe your career path as it relates 
to your position today

Panel Discussion
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Curating your 
career path
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Getting yourself noticed
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How did you get yourself noticed and 
build your personal brand?

Panel Discussion
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Describe an early challenge/failure in your 
career development and what lessons you 

learned based on that challenge

Panel Discussion
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Leadership
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Source: EY Global Leadership 
Forecast, 2018
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Percentages where leaders had prior experience

Source: EY Global Leadership Forecast, 2018
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Describe your transition from peer to 
leader and the steps you took to 

overcome those challenges
Panel Discussion
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Once in leadership, how did you keep 
your team excited about their own 

career paths
Panel Discussion
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Mentorship
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“If I have seen 
further, it is by 
standing on the 
shoulders of giants.”
- Isaac Newton
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Did you have a mentor? Who were 
they and how did they help and 

inspire you?
Panel Discussion
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What advice would you give to 
someone looking for a mentor?

Panel Discussion
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Motivation & 
attitude
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How have you developed and 
nurtured your emotional intelligence 

throughout your careers?
Panel Discussion
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How have you balanced patience with 
ambition in your career development?

Panel Discussion
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Skills 
development
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Learning is not 
attained by chance, it 
must be sought for with 
ardor and diligence
-Abigail Adams
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What value have you found in pursuing 
personal opportunities for learning and 

education? How have those opportunities 
helped enhance your career?

Panel Discussion
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What’s the best advice you have for 
young professionals?

Panel Discussion
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Contact the panel
 Panel

—Nelson Jenkins: Nelson.Jenkins@Allegion.com
—Steve Burdet: Steve.Burdet@axis.com
—Angela Osbourne: AOsborne@guidepostsolutions.com
—Colin DePree: cdepree@pro-tecdesign.com
—Brittany Galli: bgalli@mobohubb.com

General Inquiries:
—Katie Greatti: kgreatti@securityindustry.org
—Matt Feenan: Matt.Feenan@axis.com

 Turn to the mentorship menu in your registration packet
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